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“Every age had its own kind of war,

its own limiting conditions 

and its own peculiar preconceptions.”

Claus von Clausewitz
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prevail in today‟s wars

prevent and deter conflict

prepare for and defeat 
disruptive high-tech 
capabilities being developed 
by other nations

preserve and enhance all-
volunteer force

 reform the acquisition 
process



Navigating a World of Increasingly Complex and Diverse Threats



New Polarities and Asymmetries

 overwhelming 

conventional force 

superiority

 asymmetric engagements:  
terrorist networks, sleeper 
cells, insurgencies

 homeland defense 

 terrorist targeting of civilians and 
commercial infrastructure

 humanitarian intervention

 OOTW

 post-conflict nation building

 complex socio-cultural economic 
obligations

 military targets and limit 

collateral damage

 foreign campaigns

 „shock and awe‟ CONOPS 
for rapid military victory



New Polarities and Asymmetries

 nation state adversaries

 geographically 
constrained adversaries

 dominant concepts of 
nationality

 formal, national 
governing structures for 
diplomacy

 western social 
democratic ideologies 
and international legal 
codes of conduct

 non-state actors

 new group identities in 
virtualscapes

 virtual Jihadist 
movement/caliphate

 autonomous cells and 
global terror networks

 theocratic fundamentalism

 „no limits‟



New Polarities and Asymmetries

 foreign policy based on 
presumed appeal of 
western „democratization‟

 slow message diffusion 
from identifiable sources

 strong public support for 
global military/foreign 
policy initiatives

 cultural rejection and 
alienation

 new strategic 
communication tools to 
project US/western values 
and power

 instant „viral‟ communication 

 virtual global communities 
with protean anonymity

 public and political 
impatience with protracted 
engagement

 skillful manipulation of 
media by adversaries to limit 
USG options



New Polarities and Asymmetries

 „flat world‟ globalization 
and supply chain 
outsourcing

 structured global trade 
and formal economies

 new „blowback‟ 
vulnerabilities from supply 
chain choke points/trojan
horses

 parallel universe of 
uncharted economies of 
criminal capital and goods

 smugglers, traffickers, 
counterfeiters

 linkage of organized 
crime and terror 
networks



From Small-Time to Prime-Time:
Companies with #1 Global Market Share

Company Industry Country

flash memories, South Korea

hard disks,

flat screen monitors

market pulp for Brazil

paper products

synthetic fuels South Africa

logic semiconductors Taiwan

liquified natural Malaysia

gas shipping

natural gas Russia

oil pipes Argentina

http://www.samsung.com/us/index_main.html
http://www.aracruz.com.br/home.do
http://www.misc.com.my/index.php


Business Week

2/2/10



Framing Future Security Issues
Demands a Broadened Conceptualization of National Security

 population, food and water

 infectious/parasitic diseases

 urbanization and resources 
footprint

 energy

 climate and environmental 
sustainability

 depletion of non-renewable 
resources

 global trade and finance



The Multidimensional Roles of Science and 

Technology in National Security

Defense
and

Homeland
Security

Intelligence Biosecurity

Foreign

Policy

• new capabilities 

for threat ID and 

pre-emption

• sustained 

military 

dominance

• robust homeland defense

• managing „the 

global commons‟

• science and technology as 

key (but neglected) 

elements of foreign affairs



The Curse of Contemporary Governance:

„Quick Fixes‟ and the Retreat from Complexity

 public complacency and political populism as major 

policy barriers

 unidimensional, short term policies to address 

multidimensional complexity with long term 

consequences

 policy defined increasingly by length of legislative 

terms

 influence of media in shaping public policy and 

operational constraints

 the retreat from complexity



The Retreat from Complexity:
The Insularity and Risk-Aversion of USG

Analytical and Decision Frameworks

 „too hard‟ problems

 denial, avoidance, 

paralysis

 sustained focus/funding 

on „the familiar‟ and the 

„usual suspects‟

 growing and dangerous 

deficits in USG expertise 

in next generation 

“disruptive technologies”



“Each of the three last Administrations

have been slow to recognize and respond 

to the biothreat” 
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http://www.nowandnext.com/PDF/trends_and_technology_timeline_2010.pdf



technology

acceleration
technology

convergence

dual-use

applications

sustaining
US

competitiveness

rise of new
economic

centers

EMERGENCE

• new strategic

spaces

• new strategic

surprises?

rapid diffusion and ubiquity
of advanced technologies



NRC Symposium

29 April 2009

How concerned are
you about the potential 

for technology surprise?

Have you ever 
experienced surprise?



Understanding Complexity:

A Dangerous Void

in

Seeking Answers to Big Questions

and

Solutions to Global Challenges



The New Strategic “Spaces” in Military Affairs
and National Security

Ubiquitous

Sensing

Systems and 

Synthetic

Biology

Brain: Machine

Interactions

Infocosm
and the 

Metaverse

Militarization 

of Space

“Connected

Space”
“Biospace” “Smart Space” “Cyberspace” “Outer  Space”

Constantly Emerging and Evolving
Multi-Dimensional Matrices

of Knowledge Ecologies

Global Challenges
Systems of
Innovation



 recognition of the intrinsic complexity of evolving 

systems and inadequacy of current analytical and 

policy frameworks

 disruptive change and „emergence‟ in 

complex adaptive systems

- HOT (highly optimized tolerance): 

far-from-equilibrium states

- margins of established domains/ideologies

- convergent interstices of previously separate 

domains/vectors



Transcending Boundaries:

Emergent Domains Arising from Technology Convergence

Bio-
Enhancement

Bionic-
Enhancement

Systems
Biology

Targeted
Rx

Regenerative
Medicine

HPO

Cognitive
Enhancement

Genetic 
Enhancement

Genetic
Identity

Bio-Stratified
Population



Ambient
Intelligence

Digital
Anthropology

Molecular
Foundries

Novel
Materials

Micro-
Devices

Ubiquitous
Sensing

Cogint
Intelligent
Machines

Robotics

Singularity

Massive Computing Power and Analytical Parsing

http://foundry.lbl.gov/assets/docs/pubs/MFTH_090501_JNMolecular.pdf


“The machine age is about to meet a new challenger.

The machine age view is incomplete…….

Our best innovations will increasingly look like living things.

Not life in the traditional sense,

but a biology that has been consciously crafted by humans

- a new biology

Robert Freynay (2006)

Pulse, 

Farrar, Straus, Giroux, New York

The Era of Biological Design:
“Exploring Biospace”



Bio-inspired Systems Engineering

 high performance materials made in completely 

different ways

 mimic resource efficiency of natural 

ecosystems

- self-sustaining renewal resources

- limit/eliminate waste stream

 manufacturing at room temperature in water 

versus high temperatures and toxic solvents

 highly distributed manufacturing units

 progressive evolution of suites of bio-inspired 

solutions accessible to engineers at the 

earliest LCA planning stage



Biological Systems Engineering

 modification of existing organisms

 “minimum genomes” and “plug and play” genetics

 transfer of biosynthetic/environmental fitness 
genes/modules

Top Down

 directed assembly of higher order structures/organisms 
via programmed assembly of diverse components

Bottom Up

 induction of specific genomic information pathways in 
target cells/organisms

 stem cells (embryonic/adult)

 transdifferentiation of cell lineages

 engineered circuits for cis-/trans-control of gene(s)

Reprogramming



• predictability 

• robustness

• repair

• adaptability

• evolvability

 constrained

 desired

• ethical and 
legal issues

• regulatory 
compliance 

• environmental/
ecosystem 
liabilities

Synthetic Biology: 

Uncoupling Design from Production

Systems
Performance

Systems
Fabrication

Systems
Design



C332,652; H492, 388; N98, 245; O131, 196 P7, 501; S2,340

(a.k.a. poliovirus)

ATTGACTGCAA ……………………(design specifications)



The Dual Use Dilemma in Life Sciences R&D

 future biothreats will not be limited to microorganisms
 mapping of genetic control circuits/networks for key 

homeostatic functions
- major advances in medicine
- simultaneous ID of “nodes” for perturbation

 creation of biological circuit disrupters  (BCDs) will be 
easier than microbial modification

- screening of large combinatorial chemical libraries
- small molecule BCDs



 engineered tag insertion 
into carrier organism

- constitutive or induced 
expression of tag

- activatable tags

 standoff detection range 
unknown

- magnetic, metallic, 
spectral tags

 induction of biomarkers by 
exposure as evidence of 
presence in red location

Commensal Microorganisms, Viruses 

and Parasites as Sensors and Taggants



The Infocosm: Emerging Networks of Global Connectivity



 everything is a reporter

 everything goes everywhere

 everybody sees everything

 everything moves fast

The Future Environment for Intelligence:

A Burgeoning Infocosm and An Expanding Metaverse



Its all about signatures…

Who‟s been using explosives?

Who‟s been inoculated against an agent?Who‟s lying?

Who‟s handled a biothreat?

Can a biosignature tell me where someone has
been and whom they interacted with? 

Is this someone I‟m looking for?



…and the systems required to collect them

Space 

Airborne

Terrestrial

Proximate

Close-in

Contact

Invasive

Novel Tags



“For most of us design is invisible Until it fails”:

Bruce Mau. Massive Change. 2004



Cyber-Attacks and Vulnerable Infrastructure:

Compromising Critical Systems

http://www.flyingwithoutfear.com/uploaded_images/8635-711946.jpg


Infrastructure Vulnerabilities

 destruction of Hoover by destruction of Glen Canyon

– deprive 22 million people of water

– eliminate 50% electrical power in California

– destroy irrigation of 1.5 million acres US farmland

• 20 million pounds 

HE

• 2.7 x 107 acre feet 

stored water

• 8.6 x 1015 Joules

• 22 Kt

• 1 x 1014 Joules

• 3 x 107 acre feet 

stored water

• 1.2 x 1016 Joules
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Protecting US Infrastructure

 87,000 communities

 1800 federal reservoirs

 80,000 dams

 2800 power plants (104 nuclear)

 5000 airports

 120,000 miles of roads

 590,000 bridges

 2 million miles of pipeline

 85% of infrastructure is privately held



Dark Visitors



Network-Centric Warfare (NCW)

“NCW looks at war as a complex adaptive system

where non-linear variables continually interact.

We are talking about new sources of power.”

Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski

Director, Office of Force Transformation

Speech at NCW Conference, 22 Jan. 2003

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.historycommons.org/events-images/826_arthur_cebrowski_2050081722-14970.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=art_cebrowski&usg=__oGM2D6Rvt2zTAcL5OcA2lrSWpzI=&h=180&w=128&sz=31&hl=en&start=9&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=l0wXH-_vLmdA2M:&tbnh=101&tbnw=72&prev=/images?q=Vice+Admiral+Arthur+Cebrowski&hl=en&rlz=1T4GGIH_enUS276US276&sa=N&um=1


Cyber-Attacks

Serbian Air Defenses 
Nato: Kosovo (1999)

IED Cell Phone
Network Iraq (2007)

Russian Nationalists:
Estonia (2007)

Russian Military:
Georgia (2008)

http://bp2.blogger.com/_CQyU4ayBifw/R6NphqvTs4I/AAAAAAAAAyA/eKWbhyO2HyE/s1600-h/one+missed.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:CK_building_on_fire_1999.jpg


The PRC Strategy for Cyberwar

 “to cut off the enemy‟s ability to:

– obtain, control and use 

information

– influence, reduce and destroy 

decision-making and command 

decision”

Wang Houqing and Zhang Xingye, Eds.

Science of Campaigns

National Defense University Press, 2000



Cybersecurity

 ubiquity of electronic systems and massive 

vulnerabilities

 cascading network failures and inter-connected cross-

sector consequences

 unintended consequences (blow back)

– unanticipated network link (Iraq and French banking 

system)

– unpredicted behavior of virulence agents

 difficulty of attribution

– Estonia 2007 attack used machines in 75 countries, 

including many in US

– July 4 2009 attack on US with 50,000 hijacked 

computers infected with old virus, including US 

owners

 cyber-mercenaries and patriot hackers



U.S. National Space Policy (2006)

“The United States considers space capabilities

including the ground and space segments

and supporting links, vital to its national 

interests and will deny, if necessary, 

adversaries the use of space capabilities 

hostile to US national interests.”

http://www.usa.gov/About/Great_Seal.shtml


“Hell is the Place Where Nothing Connects”

T. S. Eliot

http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/photos/Portrait_Napolitano_hires.jpg


Great Expectations:
Intelligent Monitoring Systems for Improved

Analysis of National Security Threats and Their Implications

 dramatic expansion in „signatures for interest‟

 formidable data mining and context analytics 
 new tradecraft
 new open sources (OSINT)
 new ways to validate sources
 new technical competencies
 new knowledge integration tools
 new behaviors



SIS: Societal Information Systems

Ubiquitous Sensing in a Wireless World

 mobile devices and monitoring consumer habits

– behavioral targeting

– contextual targeting

– social network profiling

 the politics of privacy

– growing pressure for legislative oversight

– US Energy and Commerce Internet Subcommittee

– EU Article 29 Working Party

 two-thirds of new products now come with some 

electronic component or tracking potential



Who Controls the Information, Wins?

Business Week 9 April 2007

“Google might pose a national defense concern

at some point simply by virtue of its singularly massive

storehouse of data,

the crude oil of the information economy”

George Dyson

Author:  Darwin Among the Machines:

The Evolution of Global Intelligence

Quoted in Business Week 9 April 2007

“If Google succeeds in its mission,

then we‟re doing everything.”

L. Page

Co-Founder, Google

Business Week 9 April 2007, p. 52



The Gathering Storm:

The USA is Losing Scientific and Technical Leadership

 Annual Competition in 

algorithm coding

 4200 competitors (2009)

 finalists

– China (20)

– Russia (10)

– USA (2)

 rapid growth in number and 
nationalities competing

 major presence of PRC teams

 contest winners now largely 
non-US
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Touch the Future:
Computing Platforms as Socio-Biological Systems

• modification of social patterns

• modification of cognitive structures

• memes as selection agents

• “the brain(s) in the cloud”





Virtual Worlds:  The Largest Design 

Space in Technology Today

 avatar-inhabited, multi-user on-line 
worlds

 immersive spaces in web-based 
ecosystems

 accommodate complexity, dynamism, 
diversity and selection

 the emergent synthesis of the global 
collaboratory

 irreversible, symbiotic (?) interaction 
with the human nervous system



 maintaining more than one viable identity in the 
infocosm will be virtually impossible

 being off-grid will be suspicious

 vital vehicle for winning the „deep battle‟:  the 
war of ideas for victory against jihadist ideology

The Future Environment for Intelligence:

A Burgeoning Infocosm and An Expanding Metaverse



Ourselves and Our Interactions:

The Ultimate Mathematical and Physics Problem?

“Society is the only complex system

whose components are constantly 

monitored, offering a potential testing 

ground for all complex systems 

theories of quantitative predictive  

power.”

The National Academies Keck 

Futures Initiative:

Complex Systems

Nov. 2008 p. 41

“Thanks to the proliferation of the many 

electronic devices that we use on a daily 

basis…….. the complex system that we are 

most likely to tackle first in a truly 

quantitative fashion may not be the cell or 

the internet but rather society itself”

A.L. Barabasi

Science (2009) 325, 413





Q (Bus. Week):  

“Is Google really creating a true artificial intelligence 

or thinking machine, as Goggle‟s founders have

set up as a goal?”

A (Eric E. Schmidt, CEO, Google)

“In the next few years, cognition,

or real understanding, remains a research goal”

Bus. Week 9 April 2007



“Brains-on-Target”:
Interactive Immersive Visualization

of Complex Datasets for Optimum Decisions

 large scale computer simulations of complex phenomena

 integration of high volume datasets

- high resolution imaging and sensor streams 

 VR and AR environments

 systemic application of advances in cognitive 
neurobiology

 scenario modeling and gaming for systems performance 
assessment and public policy



Neuroenhancement

“Mental health is the ultimate competitive weapon.

Even if just a few people choose to use neuro-enhancements,

their choice will change the basis of business competition

for the rest of us”

(and nations too . . . . . . . . . .?)

Zack Lynch

Managing Director, Neurolnsights

AAAS Symposium on Impact

of Human Enhancement

www.aas.org/news/releases/                                              

2006/0609enhancement.shtml 



choice risk reward rational (?)

economics

religion

The Neurobiology of Decision



Behavioral Genetics:  A Non-PC But Unavoidable
Domain of Cognitive Neurosciences



Artificial Intelligence and Automated Invention
Machine Network Life Forms

 next-generation (synthetic) neural networks

– self-assembling 

– use of parallelism for process subdivision:  

“imagitrons: and “perceptrons” (Imagination 

Engines)

Autonomous Design of Intelligent Ideas

and Transcendent Complexity by Non-Human,

Machine Intelligence



Two Views of The Singularity

 imminent rise of computational capabilities that 

eclipse human intelligence

 world as a complex computational process with 

people as subprocesses

 consciousness revealed as a computational 

algorithms

 first informed apostate of the Internet era

 transition to a “lifeless world of pure 
information”

 defines „The Singularity‟ as embraced by those 
who aspire only to inconsequentiality

 are we flattering our technology, or demeaning 
our intelligence?

R. Kurzweil

J. Lanier
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“The Americans have the watches

We have the time”

Tribal Chieftan,

Afghan-Pakistan Border 2007

Changing Perceptions

 a core element of strategy and operations

 creating and manipulating symbols that forge the 

dominant reality

 shaping mental representations of the reality we see 

(or don‟t see)



“A Balanced Strategy”

The DOD Policy to Combat Terrorism

 Concept Plan (CONPLAN) 7500

– USSOC

– supported by GWOT plans from geographic 

CoCOMS

 direct actions

– disrupt violent organizations

– urgent, kinetic and mostly short-term

 indirect approaches

– deter support for adversaries

– persistence and continuity

– “draining the swamp”

– “WHAM”:  win hearts and minds

Foreign

Affairs

Jan. 2009
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Social Networks and Politics

 prodemocracy activism vs. reinforcement of 

authoritarian power?

 rise of state-sponsored „spinternet‟ versus 

overt censorship

– China, Russia, Iran, Thailand

 increased intensity of cyberattacks on NGOs

 a new opium for the masses

– state tolerance of internet privacy for free 

downloads and acceptance of cyber-

hedonism as distraction from politics

 projection of power and vigilante justice by 

gangs



Getting Inside the Mind of Terrorists

“The problem is religion.

Our Islamist enemies are inspired by it,

while we are terrified to talk about it.

We are in the unique position of denying

that our enemies know what

they themselves are up to.”

Ralph Peters

J. Int. Sec. Affairs (2009) 16, 7
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 are children the best new targets for intelligence 
gathering and ideological channeling?

 new patterns of electronic connectivity at 
progressively younger ages

 „poly-Ender‟ talents
 friend and foe
 uninhibited and already displaying them!

 complex ELSI questions

Children and Intelligence Collection



DSB Proposal to Create Office of Strategic Deception

January 2010

 “deception cannot succeed in wartime without 

developing theory and doctrine in peacetime”

 “understanding the enemy culture, standing beliefs 

and intelligence-gathering process and decision 

cycle”

 “reliant on running agents (and double-agents) and 

creating stories that adversaries will readily believe”



Navigating a World of Complex Threats

 increased scope, spectrum and uncertainties in 

security missions

 diversification of threats, adversaries and 

CONOPS

 technology acceleration and convergence

 rapid globalization, commoditization and open 

sourcing of new technologies

 global outsourcing and new supply chain 

vulnerabilities

 anachronistic USG organization, systems, 

processes and incentives for agile recognition 

and responsiveness to new challenges



Understanding Complexity

Building Systems of Innovation

Adaptive Flexibility



Meeting Previous Grand Challenges

http://www.solarnavigator.net/geography/germany.htm
http://www.americanidolshome.com/


“Science is a tool against despotism

and feudal barbarisms

I rejoice that the American mind

is already too much opened to retreat

from it‟s commitment to science”

Thomas Jefferson, 1799

An Age of Enlightenment



“Politics is the art of the possible,

the calculated science of survival”

Prince Otto von Bismarck

“Survival owes little to the art of politics,

but everything to the calculated application

of science”.

Professor Rudolph Virchow

(in reply)


